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Heterojunction solar
cells go big
Words: Dr. Sebastian Gatz, Head of Products and Sebastian Kraneis,
Communication & Marketing Manager, Meyer Burger (Germany) AG

Driving the development of high performance heterojunction
solar cells from R&D up to industrial mass production. PES
asks Meyer Burger to bring us up to date on the continuous
improvement which is enabling high efficiencies and
reduced costs.
At the UN Climate Change Conference in
Paris in December 2015, a climate
agreement was signed by 194 countries.
Subsequently, these ratifying countries have
set ambitious clean energy goals for the
years to come. In order to keep up with the
resulting growing demand for photovoltaic
products, PV manufacturers along the entire
value chain are expanding their production
capacities tremendously. When acquiring PV
manufacturing equipment, the focus lies on
reducing production costs and increasing
energy yield.
With this in mind, Meyer Burger has
developed the industry-proven
Heterojunction Technology (HJT) and in
doing so is setting the industry standard in
the field of solar cell coating. Meyer Burger
is continuously improving the HJT
production process, today achieving an
impressive > 23% in cell efficiency with
minimal production costs by reducing the
number of manufacturing steps compared
to standard cell processes.
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Higher efficiency
HJT is an appealing solar cell concept that
combines thin amorphous silicon layers
with mono-crystalline silicon wafers. In
combining the advantages of amorphous
and crystalline cell technologies, maximum
cell efficiencies are achieved. Consistent
optimization of HJT equipment and
processes has resulted in a current median
cell efficiency of > 23%.
The HJT cell design process is bifacial by
nature. The backside cell efficiency is
above 90% of the front side efficiency and
better than the backside efficiency of other
cell concepts. HJT 72-cell modules with
best-in-class energy yield reach
outstanding > 450 W in operation. Surface
passivation through thin amorphous silicon
demonstrates surface recombination
velocities below 1 cm/s with process
temperatures below 200°C. The low
temperature coefficient (-0.25%/K) provides
an additional benefit in output power.

Fewer process steps
HJT solar cell production differentiates
itself from standard solar cell manufacturing
processes by having fewer process steps
compared to standard solar cell processes.
Other n-type silicon cell concepts add even
more steps to reach efficiencies above
standard. While n-PERT cells need a
double diffusion of dopants into the
material, the p-n junction of a HJT cell is
done together with the surface passivation
in one PECVD step.
HJT mass production with Meyer
Burger’s HELiA
Meyer Burger developed its HELiA HJT cell
coating system which has become the key
process equipment for high volume
production of HJT solar cells. PECVD
intrinsic as well as doped amorphous silicon
layers are deposited with a thickness of 5-10
nm. In a second tool, PVD layers for the
deposition of the Transparent Conductive
Oxide (TCO) layer are deposited. With the
industry-proven and mass production
compatible HELiA tool, a median cell
efficiency of > 23% can be reached. For cell
manufacturers, HELiA is therefore the perfect
basis to enter the premier PV power league.
Key findings of HJT production
Meyer Burger itself operates a HJT
production line with HELiA at its core at its
technology and product site in Hohenstein-
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Figure 1: Meyer Burger’s HELiA PECVD

Ernstthal, Germany. Meyer Burger’s own
HJT line offers customers and research
partners an impressive example of the
highly scalable and stable HJT process
steps on the one hand and the long-term
potential for continuous innovative progress
of HJT, on the other hand.
Following on, a few key findings from the
HJT bifacial cell production in HohensteinErnstthal are presented. In particular, the
influence of the as-cut silicon wafer
thickness, the new PECVD tool concept,
the bulk resistivity, the silicon bulk quality
and the process optimization of up- and
downstream processes are discussed.
Equal cell efficiency regardless of wafer
thickness

Figure 2: Meyer Burger’s HELiA PVD

Analysing different wafer thickness splits,
based on the same wafer material from 180
(150 µm on cell) to 120 µm (90 µm on cell) in
as-cut thickness were tested at cell level.
The results in figure 3 show that thinner
cells have increased open circuit voltages
Voc and decreased short circuit current Isc,
whereas no difference in FF among all
thickness groups could be observed.
The cell efficiency in all thickness groups is
equal due to the compensation of Voc gains
and the losses of Isc. This shows clearly that
a wafer thickness of 90 µm is not a decisive
factor for HJT. There is even more potential
to produce cells thinner than 90 µm.
Decreased equipment costs with PECVD
concept
The novel HELiAPECVD tool concept results in
improved cell efficiency of 0.2%abs. A
strong increase in Isc and FF and only minor
Voc losses have been determined. Rather
remarkable is the fact that at the same time
the equipment costs could further be
decreased by 25% compared to the
reference process.

Figure 3: IV-data for HJT efficiencies with as-cut thicknesses from 120 µm up to 180 µm. By increasing wafer
thicknesses, the losses in open circuit voltages Voc are compensated by the gain in short circuit current Isc.
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Impact of bulk resistivity on cell
efficiency
Evaluating the impact of the bulk resistivity
on the wafer material, two ingots with
different resistivity distributions were
qualified on cell level. A n-type bulk
resistivity adapted to the Meyer Burger HJT
cell structure results in an 0.25%abs.
improved cell efficiency featuring a strong
increase in FF and slightly improved Voc. No
changes in Isc could be noted.
Influence of wafer material on cell
efficiency
The selection of the right silicon wafer
material enhances cell efficiency by up to
0.45%abs. The Si bulk quality and
characteristics of Meyer Burger’s
customer’s (supplier B in figure 5)
commercial wafers are continuously
optimised leading to a strong increase in FF
as well as an improved Voc.

Figure 4: IV-data for HJT efficiencies, comparing baseline with new developed PECVD process. There is not
only a median efficiency gain of 0.2% abs. but also a lowering in CapEx of about 25%.

This relationship emphasises the importance
of a reasonable incoming material
qualification check. By further improving
silicon quality, HJT cell efficiencies profit
further since surface recombination doesn’t
limit the solar cells performance.
Process improvements resulting in
excellent efficiencies
At the end of 2016, all advantages of the
process improvements described were
integrated in an optimisation run. The tact
time recipes for 2400 cells/hour throughput
in each tool and automation systems were
used. Nearly 2000 wafers were processed.
Within each group, slight changes in
process parameters were made to establish
best process conditions. In this run 47.3%
of the cells were measured at > 23% and
two split groups even achieved median
efficiencies over 23.1%. The champion cell
showed an efficiency of 23.4% with open
circuit voltage of 738 mV, short circuit
current of 9,52 mA and a fill factor of 81,5%.
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Figure 5: IV-data for HJT efficiencies with two different silicon wafer suppliers.
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HJT small scale production with Meyer
Burger’s HELiUS
Complementing the mass production tool
HELiA, Meyer Burger also offers a small
scale HJT tool called HELiUS. HELiUS for
key PECVD and PVD processes is used by
research institutes and within R&D facilities
in PV companies to familiarise themselves
with HJT and to work on optimising their
solar cell process flow in order to pave the
way for the promising HJT PV market.
HELiUS offers scalable PECVD and PVD
processes either as a modular batch
concept or as an inline system. With
HELiUS, a record efficiency of 23.7% has
been reached with 6“ wafers.
Combining HJT and IBC

Figure 6: HJT median efficiency data for optimization of up- and downstream processes

By combining HJT with the Interdigitated
Back Contact (IBC) approach, solar cell
efficiencies are even higher. Meyer Burger
customers have reported to have reached
efficiencies of > 25% with HELiUS and IBC.
The IBC approach benefits primarily from
the fact that the entire metallization is
shifted to the back of the cell and thus the
entire cell front side participates in the
energy generation.
However, it should be noted that this
approach results on the one hand in a much
more complex process flow and, on the
other hand, no standard system can be
used for interconnection into the module. In
addition, an IBC approach is usually at the
expense of bifaciality.
Summary

Figure 7: Meyer Burger’s HELiUS

Meyer Burger is constantly driving the
optimisation of its high-efficiency
Heterojunction Technology, enabling peak
performance, setting industry standards
and providing comprehensive solutions for
the economic fully integrated mass
production. Beside unleashing higher
efficiencies, HJT development goes along
with lowest LCOE.
Several process parameters have been
investigated to amend the best known
practice leveraging the advantages of the
research. The as-cut wafer thickness shows
no direct impact whereas the novel tool
concept, a decreased n-type bulk resistivity
and the wafer material have a tremendous
influence on cell efficiency. Nevertheless,
this is only a snap-shot of the latest results
as development continues to progress.
www.meyerburger.com

Figure 8: HELiUS HJT champion cell efficiency
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